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From: Gail Miller <gblaskis@woh.rr.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 1:12 PM
To: Gillcrist, Michelle <Michelle.Gillcrist@governor.ohio.gov>
Cc: rep57@ohiohouse.gov; rep88@ohiohouse.gov; rep30@ohiohouse.gov; Burke@ohiosenate.gov;
Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>; Butler, Matthew
<matthew.butler@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: Letter/Attachments for Governor DeWine - IWT - OPSB
 
September 30, 2019
 
Honorable Governor Michael DeWine
% The Governors Northern Ohio Liaison Michelle Gilchrest
 
Dear Governor DeWine:
 
     I am writing to express my concerns about the Counties of Seneca, Erie, and
Huron being besieged by the Industrial Wind Power companies.  The members of the
Ohio Power Siting Board, which you appointed, do not live in the rural farmland of
these counties and will not be affected by their decisions.  Unfortunately at the Public
Meetings which were held in Tiffin, Ohio, on July 23, 2019 – Seneca Wind Public
Meeting (sPower), and September 12, Republic Wind Public Meeting (Apex) very few
Board Members took the time to attend and actually get the opinion of the grass
roots residents for these IWT projects.  I do commend Mr. Sam Randazzo for his
conduct during these meetings and for his interest in listening to what our people had
to say.
 
     Apex (Republic Wind) recently submitted a map to the OPSB showing reduced
shadow flicker from ALL of the IWT in the project, yet only 10 of the proposed 47 –
50 turbines were to be at 492 feet and supposedly cause less shadow flicker than
those at 600 feet.  How can the OPSB ignore this “error”??
 
     It is hard to even comprehend a 600 foot tall structure with 3 blades each over
200 foot long – we are talking about two football fields high in the air and
approximately four 53 foot semi-trucks end to end for each blade length.  All wind
power project plans place these turbines within about 1300 + feet from property
lines!  Would you want one of these in your back yard??  At turbulent wind speeds
these blades have been known to splinter and break off with large sections flying
much further than 1300 feet. 
 
     The leaseholders say it is their right to do whatever they want on their farmland. 
While this may be true, if they are endangering their neighbors by doing so and
taking away their neighbors property rights, it is not a fair statement!
 


Dear Representative Reineke, 

     I am writing in regard to the Republic Wind public meeting, 


Docket # 17-2295-EL-BGN, held on September 12, 2019.  I registered to speak at this meeting.  I reside in the “footprint” of the Seneca Wind project and would have a turbine approximately 1300 feet from our property line if that project were to move forward.  When it was my turn to speak I found it a little disheartening to be asked by the Apex council, “Are you in the footprint of the Republic Wind project?”  These wind projects will affect all of us in Seneca, Erie, & Huron Counties.  There are NO WALLS around any of these – Republic, Emerson Creek, Honey Creek, etc.  We drive through them and our neighbors and friends live in them.  We ALL will be subjected to issues of health and safety.  We stand together in our oppositions to ALL wind projects.


     Many of those within the so called “boundaries” of the Republic Wind project are intervenors and according to the OPSB rules they are not permitted to speak on their own behalf.  Many of us in Seneca, and even Erie and Huron counties felt we needed to support them in their opposition – especially since they were not allowed to speak themselves.  Is our testimony not to be counted since we don’t “reside” in the footprint of the Republic Wind one?  These friends and neighbors are being forced to take money from their own pockets to pay for council to represent them at the adjudicatory meeting in November.  This is NOT right!!


      Another issue I want to address is the one of property rights.  I was told long ago you can do whatever you want within the law as long as you don’t infringe on someone else’s rights.  So yes – farmers have a right to have a turbine on their property though NOT if it infringes on the property rights of their neighbor.  Their neighbor has property rights too!!  Some of the leaseholders do not even live anywhere near the property they own where turbines may be placed and it seems they could care less about their neighbor’s safety and health issues.  Is this what Ohio has come to??


     It is up to the Ohio Power Siting Board to protect the rights of ALL of Ohio’s residents not just the ones who stand to gain monetarily.  The possible financial gain to counties or schools is small in comparison to the multitude of problems these IWTs create.  These wind turbines at 600 + feet in the air with 3 blades each over 200 feet long are unreliable, dangerous, and do not produce enough electrical energy to warrant the dangers.  Please take some time – research the Infrasound they create.  Read about the problems with turbines in other states and countries.  Note the increase in electrical costs in these other countries – especially Germany. 

      Reject Apex’s application to build wind turbines ANYWHERE in Ohio and in particular their application for the Republic Wind project.


                    Thank you.


                                      Yours truly,


                                       Gail Miller 


                                       Venice Township


                                       Attica, Ohio                                              (Copy)


REPUBLIC WIND PUBLIC MEETING


Docket # 17-2295-EL-BGN

     Throughout History man has advanced in knowledge and technology through a trial of ideas and by learning and responding to the experiences of others on these ideas.  Currently Ohio is being besieged by Wind power companies seeking, under the guise of renewable energy, to install wind turbines and line their own pockets before the advantage of government subsidies runs out.  They are doing this at the expense of local residents who will be facing loss of property values, infrasound, shadow flicker, and the destruction of a peaceful rural way of life.  When will Ohio learn from others? 

     Let’s talk about the prices of electricity – and I quote from an article by Michael Shellenberger – Forbes, April 25, 2018, entitled “Yes, Solar & Wind Really Do Increase Electricity Prices”.  Two Reasons:  Unreliability and Transmission Lines.  The following increases occurred from 2009 – 2017 -  In North Dakota – Electricity prices rose 40 % while electricity from solar and wind grew from 2 to 8 %.  South Dakota – Electricity prices rose 40 % - Electricity from solar & wind grew from 5 to 30 %.  Kansas – Electricity Prices rose 33% - Electricity from solar & wind grew from 6 to 36 %.  Iowa – Electricity prices rose 21 % - Electricity from wind and solar grew from 14 to 37 %.  Oklahoma – Electricity prices rose 18 % - Electricity from wind and solar grew from 4 to 32 %.  The value of solar and wind decline in economic value as they become larger shares of the electricity grid for physical reasons.  They produce too much energy when societies don’t need it and not enough energy when they do.  A quote from another article in Forbes, September 4, 2019 – “The University of Chicago found earlier this year that renewable energy mandates ‘significantly increase average retail electricity prices’.  Thanks to the heavy deployment of renewables, electricity prices in California between 2011 and 2018 rose seven times more (28%) than they did in the rest of the country (5%), while electricity prices have risen 50 % in Germany since 2006. “  Another quote from an article in Bloomberg.com – August 26, 2019 – “The road to a world powered by renewable energy is littered with unintended consequences.  Like a 40,000 % surge in electricity prices.  Texas power prices jumped from less than $15 to as much as $9,000 a megawatt-hour this month as coal plant retirements and weak winds left the region on the brink of blackouts during a heat wave.  It’s a phenomenon playing out worldwide.  Germany averted three blackouts of its own in June.  In the U.K. more than a million homes lost power on Aug 9, in part because a wind farm tripped offline. “

      Let’s talk about safety from the turbines themselves – It has been reported that there are an average of 3,800 wind turbine blade failures a year.  I found two articles from March 2019 – one in Nova Scotia, and one in Germany. I am sure there were more in between but just since July there have been blade failures, fires, blackouts, and other problems with turbines in Brazil, New York, Texas, Spain, Ireland, England, Wales, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Washington, South Africa, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Australia, and Scotland.   

     And what about setbacks ?  Quoting from an “Analysis of Throw Distances of Detached Objects from Horizontal-axis Wind Turbines” – March 2018 –For normal tip speeds the potential blade throw distance for a 5 megawatt turbine is 900 m or 2,953 
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feet.  At “extreme” tip speeds the corresponding distance for the 5 MW turbine was 1500 m or 4,921 feet.  Does Ohio’s current setback distance of approximately 1200 ft from property lines reflect “safety” from blade throws?? 

      What about setbacks due to dangerous Infrasound??  The history of Infrasound can be traced back to the 5th operational wind turbine being installed in Boone, North Carolina in 1979.  NASA and SERI fully investigated acoustic, seismic and atmospheric aspects using turbine operational information and data recordings in a series of field experiments.  In March 1982 NASA’s Guide to the evaluation of human exposure to noise from large turbines showed that even with windows shut, houses do not stop LFN (Low Frequency Noise) sound energy.  Measured levels inside the home are significantly higher than predicted within the LFN range.  The house acts like a drum for LFN.”  In 1987 the wind industry was told, and I quote, “The dB(A) filter shuts out the LFN and is therefore unsuitable.  G-weighted scales were better correlated with noise, annoyance, vibrations, and pulsations.”   Finland – February 1, 2019 – “Home Wreckers:  Finnish Study Finds Wind Turbine Infrasound Unsafe For Residents Living Within 15 Km (49,212.6 feet).  Germany – May 7, 2019 – “Far Out:  German Study Finds Pulsing Wind Farm Infrasound 20 Km (65,616.8 feet) From Turbines”.  September 3, 2019 – New York – Number Three Wind told to listen to World Health Organization turbine noise standards.

      Residents, Councils speak against Wind Turbines:  January 2019 – Policymakers in Spotsylvania, Virginia voted to block the building of a solar farm, after local residents organized themselves in opposition out of concern over the impact on the environment, property values, and electricity prices.  February 2019 – Lafayette, Indiana – Lafayette Journal – Ordinance proposes to ban wind farms – other counties have either banned wind farms, set restrictive ordinances that make farms impractical, or put a moratorium on the turbines until more health studies are done.  February 2019 – A Kansas bill was proposed setting minimum setbacks for commercial wind turbines. The bill sets out minimum setbacks of “not less than 12 times the system height – which is the total height of a wind turbine measured with a blade in a vertical position – or 7,920 feet whichever is greater, from any residential property or public building. It also proposes a setback of 20 times the system height or 3 miles, whichever is greater, from any airport or local, state, of federal wildlife refuge, public hunting area or public park.”    

March 2019 - The largest county in California, San Bernadino, banned the building of any more large solar and wind farms over the opposition of renewable energy lobbyists and labor unions.  They did so on behalf of conservationists and locals seeking to protect fragile desert ecosystems. March 17, 2019 – New York – Worth Town Council arms for Wind Law Adoption in May.  Turbines that generate more than 100 kw of electricity are limited to 400 feet.  Developers would have to erect turbines away from property lines, structures, and roads at a distance of 5X their height.  They will not be 

allowed to emit noise louder than 35 A weighted decibels 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and 25 A weighted decibels from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.  

 March 2019 – Illinois – Herald Review.com – Zoning Board votes against DeWitt County Wind Farm.  Members expressed concerns about public safety risks with 
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weather radar interference, shadow flicker for non-participating residents and potential water drainage issues. March 2019 – Scotland - Council confirms windfarm objection.  Councillors were recommended to object on several grounds including the fact that the proposed development would have a significant impact on a protected area which has a “sensitive landscape, high visual prominence, high wilderness and recreation value.”  Scotland Officers were also advised that the applicants had not demonstrated that the proposals by the wind company would not have a “detrimental impact upon aircraft and aviation.”  (Locally - Life flight cannot land within 1.5 miles of a wind turbine – and what about crop dusting?)  September 5, 2019 –  Wind Daily - “Angry residents send German wind industry spinning” – And I quote – “After years of breakneck growth in capacity and uptake that has seen wind power delivering a 5th of Germany’s total energy production, vocal ‘not-in-my-backyard’ opposition by residents and a lack of government support have seen investments shrink in the sector.  More than 600 citizen initiatives have sprung up against the giant installations, with a district called Saale-Orla even offering 2,000 euros to anyone taking action to get expert opinions opposing wind farms.  And only a few dozen new turbines were installed since the beginning of this year, down 82 % from a year ago, said Germany’s Wind Energy Association (BWE).”

      How, when, and why has the questionable promise of money and jobs become more important than the health and welfare of the residents in Ohio?  One of the Ohio Farm Bureau’s commercials recently stated that they want to preserve Ohio farmland for future generations.  A farmer builds up his soil through the years by adding fertilizers and nutrients to it.  Wind power companies will be dragging 200 +foot heavy turbine blades across the field (that is the distance of about 4 – 53 ft semi-trucks end to end), dumping tons of cement into a big hole in the field, and putting a 600 foot turbine (that is the distance of two football fields high in the air) in that hole.  How does all of this preserve the farmland for future generations??   It is time Ohio, and particularly the Ohio Power Siting Board, paid attention to previous and current reports of problems with wind turbines in the United States and in other countries and stopped to look at the consequences resulting from these problems.  Please learn from the experiences of others – take action to prevent these problems from occurring in Ohio.!! 


     In closing I would like to thank you, members of the Ohio Power Siting Board for the opportunity to speak to you.  I am not a doctor, a scientist, or a lawyer.  I am a great-grandmother who is very concerned about the health and well being of the residents of Seneca County.  I am hoping that the Reineke Referendum when presented will be passed so that our residents may vote to protect the rural farmland that we all dearly love.  Thank you. 
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     With due respect, Sir, I ask that you also read the attached Testimony and letter
which cover in a little more detail the problems these IWTs present.  The IWTs are
NOT reliable and DO NOT create enough energy to make them worth all the
problems they create.  Many States are increasing the setback distances and even
Germany has now planned a “country-wide introduction of a minimum distance
between new wind farms and settlements of 1,000 metres, (3280’ )”.
                                          
                                         Yours Truly,
                                                    Gail Miller
                                                    (Mrs. Richard Miller)
                                                     Venice Township – Seneca County
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